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Go Virtual Summer Institute Stipends 

• Faculty who participated this summer to prepare for fall can only be paid a stipend (not professional 

development funds) per CO directive and agreement with the CFA. 

• Faculty will be notified soon. 

 
Butte County: COVID-19 Rollbacks & WatchList/FTF Courses with Virtual Back-up Plan 

• Put on the watch list for COVID-19 last week due to spiking numbers. 

• Not sure yet how that affects campus plans.  Should know more after EOC meeting on Wednesday. 

• Need the curve to flatten or we may need to flip-back to being fully virtual. Everyone should 

understand that it is a possibility. 

 
Fall Return to Campus Plans https://www.csuchico.edu/hr/covid-19/return-to-campus-plan.shtml  

• Group is refining policies around our fall return to campus (RTC) and a draft will be available by 

August 3.  

• Continue to use summer RTC forms until further notice from EOC. 

 
COVID-19 Messaging and Syllabus Info 

• McCarthy and University Communications working on notifications. Provost had shared a poster via 

email. 

• How can faculty ensure students are conducting themselves safely in classrooms? Peart is drafting 

some correspondence that will be shared soon. 

• Will students with face-to-face courses with labs have access to labs outside class time? 

 
Dossiers in Box vs. Paper 

• Has started vetting the process for using Box this year. Including discussions with CFA and will speak 

with Senate Executive Committee this Thursday. 

• If we wait until the semester begins, it will be even more difficult when we do have to go virtual—

which is very likely. 

• Permissions will be managed to lock down dossier by the staff in the college who generally manages 

the process. 

• Should have guidance for online classroom visits. 

• Past RTP review materials should be in the Box folder as well as some of the dossier (faculty will 

upload). 

• Hope is to not return to paper once we go digital. 

• SETs will not automatically be moved into faculty RTP folders. Faculty will be responsible for adding. 

• PAF will remain in the dean’s office and will be reviewed as normally reviewed (in-person). 

• Detailed instructions will be provided as the decision is discussed.  

• Oppy will talk with college offices to see what part of the PAFs can be uploaded to Box. 

• It is useful to review both the PAF and the dossier at the same time. 

https://www.csuchico.edu/hr/covid-19/return-to-campus-plan.shtml


 

Limited Tenure-Track Searches and Hiring 2020-21 

• A limited number of tenure-track searches (likely less than 8) will occur in 2020-21.  

• Uncertain about 2021-22. 

• Will need to meet criteria related to essentialness of program gaps, SFRs, fostering one of the three 
strategic priorities, etc. 

• Deans need to submit requests by August 24. Memo will go out today. 
 
Fall 2020 Off-Campus Student Experiences (e.g. Internships) 

• New guidance will apply to new agreements. 

• Supplement previous agreements. 

• Students should be offered a virtual option. 

• Students should complete COVID-19 online safety training; campus will provide. 

• Internship sites must provide face coverings or the college will. 

• Students must sign a waiver. 

• Higher risks placements have a more significant waiver and steps to complete. Departments should 
contact Thorpe. 

• PPE disbursement is under discussion. Will be shared once finalized. 

• This applies to experiential activities with outside agencies. 

• Still working on instructions for faculty of in-person classes. 

• Predicting we may be in the same situation for spring 2021. Not certain when that determination 
will be made. 

 
 
Discussion on Extending or Changing COVID-Related Academic Policies from Spring 

• Grading policy changes—should they persist into the fall? 
o All “F” grades automatically replaced with NC that is NOT calculated in students’ overall 

GPAs. (42/10 voted to continue policy) 
o Students receiving “D” grades allowed to change them to NC after grades are submitted. 
o Students permitted to drop courses without approval signatures until the end of week 15 

(extended from week 2). 
o All WU assigned grades automatically converted to W (not calculated in GPA). 
o Deadline from converting incomplete (I) grades from spring 2019 to letter grade extended 

from May 2020 to December 2020. 

• Opportunity to discuss some of the problems we have had in the past. 

• We also have the serious and compelling option students can use. 

• Group will review feedback and propose process for future semesters. 
 
Travel and Other Questions 

 
Sherman shared the following: 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 
• Faculty/staff may attend virtual meetings in states that are prohibited—as long as no state funding it 

spent. 

• There is a process to allow some faculty travel to banned states, but it is very limited. Sherman will 
share link. Auxiliary funds may be used for registration fees. 

• B&F is monitoring airfare credits (have been extended two years) in order to make sure they are 
utilized by the individuals (which may not happen if folks choose not to fly). 

• If a rationale is not provided by the dean for late travel submissions, the Provost Office is sending it 
back and asking for the rationale as well as an explanation of how they are going to prevent late 
submissions in the future. 



• Concur has defined notifications that will remind folks to submit items timely. 

• Clarified that professional development (state funds) may not be used for virtual registration in 
banned states. 

• Claims should be in the Travel office by the 60-day deadline. 

• Registration for virtual events are purchases vs. travel (eliminates the banned states consideration). 
Sherman confirmed CO okay with paying virtual registration with state funds. 

 
 
Faculty Leaves 

• Still working for guidance from the chancellor’s office. 

• Benefits staff is working with OAPL on a process for making requests. 

• CPAL: 
o 256/hrs  - 32 days. May only be used in full-day increments.  
o School / day care closure issues that impact ability to work at home because kids are 

impacting work environment. 

• FFCRA:  
o Up to 80 hours (2 weeks) of full salary (chancellor expanded to 100%) and tracks against 

FMLA.  
o Have to be on payroll for previous 30 days—looking for guidance for new faculty. Prorated 

based on time base. 
o Same reasons as CPAL. 

• EFMLA: 
o Extended FMLA must also be used in full day increments.  

• All options currently expire in December 2020. 

• Benefits Office will be responsible for determining eligibility. 

• OAPL will release online form for faculty to complete if they wish to request a leave. 

• Oppy reviewed leave processing decision tree. 

• Chairs should be looped into the discussion as early as possible. 

• Budget implications are a concern. 

• Flexible course assignments may resolve issues and help control costs. 

• Another concern is finding a suitable substitute. 

• Faculty should apply—not worry about eligibility. But no promises should be made based on the 
process is still being worked through.  

• The details of faculty schedules are vital to the final decision. 
  


